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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Investigative journalist Whitney Webb spoke with The Jimmy Dore Show about her book, "One

Nation Under Blackmail: The Sordid Union Between Intelligence and Crime That Gave Rise to

Jeffrey Epstein." The book is so long — and packed with so many incredible details and references

— that it was split into two volumes.

When you get into this fascinating read, you learn that organized crime fused with intelligence

agencies during World War II, forming the precursor of the CIA — the OGce of Strategic Services

(OSS).

The web of corruption grew from there, as criminal factions and intelligence agencies developed a

symbiotic relationship using blackmail as a tool to achieve their individual ends. It's not just about

money, although wealth is certainly part of it. It's about power and control, which those involved,

including Jeffrey Epstein, would stop at nothing to achieve.

War Was Used to Justify the Precursor to the CIA

When I interviewed Webb in 2022, she started at the beginning, going back to World War II, detailing

the connections between the intelligence community in the U.S. and organized crime. There was a

decentralized network of different organized crime groups operating in the U.S. in the early 20th

century. It was known as the national crime syndicate. Webb told Dore:

"Historically, organized crime in the U.S. — most people are probably familiar with it

because of Hollywood — tended to be an ethnic enclave. So you'd have Irish organized

crime, the Jewish mob, the Italian maBa and so on. The national crime syndicate broke

down those silos and brought these different groups together. That made them a lot more

successful."

According to Webb, the main people behind this were Meyer Lansky, representing the Jewish mob,

and Lucky Luciano of the Italian maRa. The pair formally teamed up with the OGce of Naval

Intelligence and the OSS during World War II.

"OSS is the precursor to the CIA," Webb said, "and this was justiRed as necessary because it was the

war, right? So a wartime necessity justiRcation." Webb continued:

"Then the war ends and the intelligence apparatus of the U.S. and these mob guys realize

they have a lot in common and they work really well together. So that's why in the '60s and

'50s you see a lot of people involved in assassination stuff for the CIA … you see a lot of

mob guys around, for example. There's a lot of other examples of them interacting on and

off over the years."

From there, it expanded into shadow banking, Rnance and the world of corporate power as well "and

just really became out of control," Webb said.  This was a worldwide effort, however, not one

contained to the U.S.

"The Israeli intelligence got involved in this developing power nexus," she continued, "because the

Jewish mob side of the national crime syndicate was heavily involved in the arming of the Haganah

[a paramilitary group] and the precursor to the IDF [Israel Defense Forces]. So, basically, by the time

the state of Israel is created, these alliances are part of its national security state from the off."

Operation Underworld — The Consolidation of Power Networks

Webb states there's evidence that the fusion of organized crime and government occurred even

before what was formally termed Operation Underworld, beginning with the Democratic party in

New York City, which was entwined with organized crime in the early 20th century. The mob had

taken over most of the unions, which means they had also largely taken over the Democratic party.

Later it expanded to the Republican party as well, but initially power consolidation began in New

York, including with the political machine Tammany Hall. Infamous New York described it this way:

"Organized, politically connected and deadly, by the 1870s the gangs of New York had

metastasized from leaderless hordes of criminals of the Civil War era into a cancerous pox,

directed and controlled by New York's political machine, Tammany Hall. With names like

the Dead Rabbits, the Whyos, the Monk Eastmans, and the Five Pointers, gangs became a

hallmark of New York politics in the early 20th Century."

Sexual Blackmail's Role in US History

One theme that pops up repeatedly in Webb's book is the use of sexual blackmail in various

scandals in U.S. history. She ties it back to Jeffrey Epstein, who, she says, is not an anomaly with

behavior exclusive to him:

"This is a type of activity that has been done over and over again in our political system …

It's a type of operation that was perfected Brst by the mob. So this is something that's really

born out of, in my opinion, this organized crime intelligence team. It's been going on for an

excessive amount of time at this point."

J. Edgar Hoover, who led the FBI from 1924 to 1972 and was the top law enforcement oGcial in the

U.S., was sexually blackmailed by the mob in the '30s, Webb said, which is why he didn't go after

organized crime:

"The sexual blackmail operation that entrapped him [Hoover] also intimately involved a man

named Roy Cohn, who was best known as Donald Trump's mentor. And the two of them,

along with the mob-linked businessman named Lewis Rosenstiel, were seen engaging in

sexual blackmail operations themselves. But, again, Hoover and Cohn only joined that after

they had been entrapped — and this involved minors."

Epstein's Ties to the Powerful Elite

Scandals involving sexual blackmail are numerous in U.S. political history. Webb rattles off several,

including the page boy scandal in 1982, where congressmen were caught engaging in sex with

underage Congressional pages, as well as the Franklin Scandal, a nationwide child-traGcking and

pedophilia ring. The most prominent modern-day scandal, however, involves Epstein.

Epstein, while dismissed as a simple sex criminal, was far more instrumental to the globalist cabal

than it Rrst appears. In addition to being a mastermind at shadow banking and illicit Rnance, he

engaged in major Rnancial crimes and had ties to many powerful people, from Bill Clinton, Bill

Gates and Donald Trump to the CIA, which Webb details in her book:

"In my book I talk about how, in my opinion, Jeffrey Epstein was involved in two parallel

operations of sex tra`cking. So there's the one that everyone knows about — the underage

exploited girls — but then there's these women that he invested a lot of time in when they're

minors, then funds their education and what have you over time. He developed them as

assets and then married them off to his powerful friends."

Webb also delves into Epstein's ties to Bill Gates. While mainstream media narrative states that

Epstein and Gates didn't meet until 2011, Webb says that's not true:

"There's mainstream media articles from 2001 saying that Jeffrey Epstein made all his

money from his business connections — to three men — and those three men are Leslie

Wexner [former owner of Victoria's Secret], Donald Trump and the third one is Bill Gates."

One example of the deep connection that actually existed between Epstein and Gates involves

Melanie Walker, who is also, by the way, involved with the World Economic Forum:

"She was recruited by Epstein in 1992, allegedly as a Victoria's Secret model, but there's no

evidence she ever actually modeled for Victoria's Secret. He apparently was funding her

education, hires her as his science adviser in the late '90s and then a couple years after

that, in the early 2000s, she becomes the science adviser to the Bill and Melinda Gates

Foundation.

So if you're going to apply to be science adviser to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,

and your CV says my most recent experience is being the science adviser to Jeffrey

Epstein, and you're Bill Gates hiring your top science adviser, you would have to know who

Jeffrey Epstein is and what kind of science he's into."

Webb believes Gates is lying about his ties to Epstein not only to protect himself but also to protect

Microsoft. "You also have, in the '90s, Jeffrey Epstein eying around on planes to oGcial Microsoft

functions in Russia, apparently giving women to the chief technology oGcer who was very close to

Bill Gates … all sorts of stuff going on there with Epstein and Microsoft," Webb explained.

Suspicious 'Suicides' Continue

From Epstein's death to the death of Ghislaine Maxwell's father Robert, many "suicides" appear to

be tied back to the global cabal and intelligence agencies attempting to hide incriminating

information. One such death is that of Mark Middleton, special assistant to the chief of staff at the

Clinton White House, who was responsible for setting up Epstein's visits to the White House:

"Jeffrey Epstein had 15 meetings in about a year with a guy named Mark Middleton. Mark

Middleton died earlier this year with an extension cord around his neck and a shotgun

wound to the chest in Little Rock, Arkansas, which was ruled a suicide.

Here's the other thing. Mark Middleton was so scandalous for what he was doing at the

same time Jeffrey Epstein was meeting with him that he was being investigated by

Congress, and the only reason that investigation never Bnished is because the Brst time

George W. Bush — the subsequent president — invoked executive privilege was to keep

documents about Mark Middleton from being made available to Congress.

Mark Middleton was not a big Bsh, you would think, at the White House. He was just an aide

to the chief of staff to Bill Clinton. So what was going on with Mark Middleton there?

Well, it's mostly remembered as this scandal in 1996 called The Campaign Finance Scandal

of '96. It's related to the fundraising of the DNC for Clinton's re-election campaign, but a lot

of what was going on is that foreign citizens were laundering campaign contributions,

Blling DNC coffers, but a lot of it was targeting Ron Brown."

Ron Brown, Clinton's secretary of commerce, also died under mysterious circumstances:

"A lot of what was going on there were efforts to change Commerce Department policy so

that a lot of very sensitive military technology could be sent to adversary nations when that

was normally not allowed.

And some of the people at the center of this were people like Lockheed Martin's CEO, who

actually later goes on to create InQTel for the CIA. And you have a guy named Bernard

Schwartz that runs a race to run Loral Space. He was one of Biden's biggest donors in

2020.

So basically you have this huge effort to undermine the Commerce Department and buy off

Ron Brown. Ron Brown at some point — as all of this kept going on pieces of it began to

unravel — he agreed to cooperate with investigators. Not long after that he was

unexpectedly invited to go on a trade mission to Croatia, and the plane crashes because of

a supposedly aging navigational system.

Everyone on the plane dies except for a gight attendant that apparently walked away but

then when she arrived at the hospital in a military helicopter, she arrived with a broken

neck. Ron Brown's body was so odd when it was discovered that people in Congress called

for it to be investigated because he appeared to have a bullet wound in the skull not caused

by a plane crash."

The Solution — Don't Be Afraid and Get Local

In her book, Webb explains her reasons for believing Epstein won't be replaced with a cadre of new

blackmailers. They don't need people like him anymore, thanks to modern surveillance technology.

They can access everything, all your accounts, cameras, phones, microphones, surveillance

cameras, you name it. They can Rnd blackmail material on anyone these days. Of course, this tech

is also being used to enslave and control the rest of us. They're counting on you taking your

cellphone with you everywhere, and adopting other forms of digital control, like vaccine passports

and central bank digital currencies.

You don't have to volunteer to give this information and give up your control, however. You can opt

out. Stay local and build connections in your community. Webb explained:

"What we need are regular people to take responsibility. So many of us are looking for the

good guy versus the bad guy on the level of nation state leadership. No. The good guys are

just the regular people like you and me, and the bad guys are the people most often at the

top that have stomped on heads and clawed their way to the heights of power, regardless

of what nation state you're talking about.

It's among regular people where you will Bnd the 'good guys' you're looking for and it's time

for those people to come together and say 'Enough!' And we really can do it. It just is about

taking personal responsibility … We have to take our power back and that starts on an

individual level."

To learn more, be sure to pick up a copy of, "One Nation Under Blackmail: The Sordid Union

Between Intelligence and Crime That Gave Rise to Jeffrey Epstein." If you would like to view more

of the interviews that Webb did for this book, this page on her site has links to all the many

podcasts she has done about this book.
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The globalist elite, the cabal of government oGcials, agencies, careerists, politicians, intelligence personnel and the media. they have

completely corrupted all governmental institutions. In the "Ukraine scandal" in which President Trump is accused of doing exactly

what former Vice President Joe Biden did: threatening to withhold aid to the country unless his government stopped investigating a

company that paid his son , Hunter, Rfty grand a month. "I'm sure the FBI is involved in some kind of cover-up about Epstein," Dougan

told the Times of London, via The Gateway Pundit. www.thenationalsentinel.com/2019/09/22/oh-look-joe-biden-lies-his-off-..  (09

/22/2022).---- www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/09/prince-andrews-role-in-jeffrey-epstei..  (09 /23/2022) .------ Bioweapons lab

founder Metabiota Nathan Wolfe is also linked to the infamous EcoHealth Alliance, as well as the Global Virome Project (GVP), the

World Economic Forum and pedophile Jeffrey Epstein.

newstarget.com/2022-03-23-ukraine-biolabs-operator-metabiota-ecohealth..  (03/23/2022).----- As reported by Whitney Webb:

“British and American state intelligence agencies are “weaponizing the truth” to quash vaccine hesitancy as both nations prepare for

mass inoculations, in a recently announced “cyber war” to be led by U.S.

arbitrators. AI-powered truth against sources of information that challenge oGcial narratives. Similar efforts are underway in the

United States, with the US military recently funding a CIA-backed venture, speciRcally targeting new websites promoting 'suspected'

disinformation related to the Covid-19 crisis and the Covid-19 vaccination effort led by the US military.

unlimitedhangout.com/2020/11/reports/us-uk-intel-agencies-declare-cybe..
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In this article, Dr. Joseph Mercola and Whitney Webb denounce how Epstein's pedophilia and sexual blackmail company was a

central cog in this network of corruption for decades. Webb says he carries out orders from higher-ups, including US

intelligence. The purpose is global governance, moving the US away from a monopoly on power. This plot has been going on for

decades. As Beck and Webb pointed out, the government is basically run by organized crime, a technocratic of feudalism, a

system of digital slavery. . According to Catherine Austin Fitts and Mark Skidmore, some $21 trillion of US taxpayers' money has

already been looted, stolen and diverted.

In the interview, Webb reviews the history of transhumanism, whose roots go back to Julian Huxley, brother of famed author

Aldous Huxley. Julian was president of the British Eugenics Society. transhumanism is renowned eugenics. This is also borne

out by the fact that the same individuals, families and organizations that in the past supported eugenics now support

transhumanism. Likewise, the merger of Silicon Valley companies with Big Pharma is nothing more than eugenics framed in

health care. And COVID has now shown us that this renowned form of eugenics can be forced upon us. Schwab has stated that

"the Fourth Industrial Revolution will lead to a fusion of our physical, digital, and biological identities." Beyond its own being
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Organized crime fused with intelligence agencies during World War II, forming the precursor of the CIA — the OGce of Strategic Services (OSS)&

The web of corruption grew from there, as criminal factions and intelligence agencies developed a symbiotic relationship using blackmail as a tool to

achieve their goals

&

There’s evidence that the fusion of organized crime and government occurred even before what was formally termed Operation Underworld,

beginning with the Democratic party in New York City, which was entwined with organized crime in the early 20th century

&

It’s not just about money, although wealth is certainly part of it; it’s about power and control, which those involved, including Jeffrey Epstein, would

stop at nothing to achieve

&

Webb explains her reasons for believing Epstein won’t be replaced with a cadre of new blackmailers; thanks to modern surveillance technology, they

can Rnd blackmail material on anyone without any help

&
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"the Fourth Industrial Revolution will lead to a fusion of our physical, digital, and biological identities." Beyond its own being

connected to the "enhanced" 5G cloud, the WEF envisions a near future where everyone's digital identity is connected to each

other through an "Internet of the Body." Dr. Robert Malone also reviewed the US Department of Defense's plans for a human

cyborg army "Cyborg Soldier 2050: Human/Machine Fusion and the Implications for the Future of the DOD."

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../human-cyborgs-are-just-the-beginning  (09/14/2022).----

www.globalresearch.ca/is-your-body-legal-property-big-pharma/5799571  (11/18/2022)
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Hey Gui, "What we need are regular people to take responsibility. So many of us are looking for the good guy versus the bad guy

on the level of nation state leadership. No. The good guys are just the regular people like you and me, ---" Put another way, don't

look for a Moses to lead us out of the wilderness, because, if a Moses can lead us out of the wilderness, another Moses can

lead us right back into the wilderness. Regular people are the good guys, its why things are so cleverly crafted to hold and

capture narrow segments of the population to break off into never ending battles of friction never able to come to an accord.

Then the Predator$ walk down the middle to their hidden goal. Order Out of Choas. Local, local, local. Short stable supply of

necessities, and short stable supply lines. What has been stolen from us is an answer. Our strong social connections and bonds

starting with ourselves as individuals & other good guys at the local level providing our own basic needs and necessities as

much as possible.
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Gui - yes the "globalist elite."  "Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely." ~ Lord Action  Great wealth and

capital are at this source of power. Consider the "dots" of European Generational Institutions of Wealth and Capital. The Bank of

England was founded in 1694. Having even a vague understanding of the "picture-on-the-box" helps one put the pieces together.

Everything else is just an elaborate deception.
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This couldn't possibly be, could it? (Sarcasm.) JP Morgan & Epstein connection;

www.yahoo.com/Rnance/news/jp-morgan-pulled-levers-jeffrey-222218120.h..  New information probably the only reason it

wasn't in the clips above. It also just occurred to me, if the Predator Para$ite$ goal is to become Transhuman, perhaps they

should consider exploring what it takes for them to become human Rrst.
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Yes, JUST and BFR, without the predators and among them those who manage big capital, without them, corruption has no

basis of support. The Federal Reserve is sowing the seeds of its central bank digital currency (CBDC). It may seem like the

purpose of a CBDC is to facilitate transactions and improve economic activity, but CBDCs are primarily about increased

government control over individuals. If a CBDC were implemented, the central bank would have access to all transactions as

well as being able to freeze accounts. www.globalresearch.ca/digital-currency-fed-moves-toward-monetary-total..

 (12/12/2022) The culprits of this situation meet in Davos, they are the control of the G20 to continue with the strategies of

disinformation, manipulation and control, to establish surveillance and transhumanism.

The passports are part of a psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of being controlled as a previous step of

a total mental control of people on their way to the Great Reset. Those of us who search for the "truth" still have this ability to

think for ourselves and Rnd information that sets the course for true science and freedom.

Hitler's Basic Principles have been used against us and, in particular, have been used against "anti-vaccine" and "anti-passport"

doctors, scientists and lawyers who have spoken out against the totalitarian practices of the WEF, CDC, governments and the

narratives approved by the WHO in a total control of Health During an interview on Chinese television, the founder of the World

Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab, admitted as much when he said that the communist regime in Beijing should serve as a "role

model" for the rest of the planet. Schwab made his comments to Chinese journalist Tian Wei, host of the "World Insight"

program on the Beijing-run China Global Television Network, regarding the recent G20 summit in Bali, Indonesia, News Punch

reported.
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When asked about the outcome of the summit, Schwab praised the agreements on political priorities, of which one provision

states: “At the current critical moment for the global economy, it is essential that the G20 take tangible, precise, swift and

necessary, using all available policy tools, to address common challenges, including through international cooperation on

macro-policy. and concrete collaborations. In doing so, we remain committed to supporting developing countries, particularly

the least developed and small island developing states, in responding to these global challenges and achieving the SDGs.

In line with the Indonesian G20 Presidency motto: Recover Together, Recover Stronger, we will take coordinated action to

advance an agenda for a strong, inclusive and resilient global recovery and sustainable development that creates jobs and

growth.” Separately, in a Financial Times interview quoted by News Punch, Soros said that China, which seeks to supplant the

United States as the world's reigning superpower, should be given a bigger role on the world stage. "I think this would be the

time, because you really need to bring China to the creation of a new world order: the Rnancial world order," Soros said.

“They are kind of reluctant members of the IMF. They play along, but they don't contribute much because it's not their institution.

Your share is not proportional, your voting rights are not proportional, to your weight.

www.gatestoneinstitute.org/.../china-military-caribbean  (2022)-----

newspunch.com/klaus-schwab-and-george-soros-declare-china-must-lead-th..  (11/26(2022).---
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And of course, there are always things like this...disinformation cops, they're back, (never really left,) --- https/.../watch   And

when Private Global Monopoly Corporations are actually so big as to be gov't's in and of themselves and in turn have taken over

gov't's - there is this - Rogan says it makes no sense to have Gov't censor the net; www.youtube.com/watch
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Hi, Gui. One can only imagine that vast number of evil entities that are all linked together, globally; working together to destroy

all that is good and wholesome in the world. I'm sure that billy boy alone has too many "partnerships" to count! In light of the

fact that billy boy seems to be essentially controlling healthcare around the world, when he knows absolutely nothing about

health matters and has no credentials whatsoever - I think that I will refer to him as a False Prophet!
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Yes, Randy, the future can be worse, the WEF not only constantly tells you what they are going to do, but they love to prepare

ahead of time/make all these preparations before implementing what they are going to do. Before COVID-19 and monkeypox,

they would set up and run their germ games, then COVID-19 and monkeypox happened. With this updated announcement, there

are six themes developed in 2022 that have continued to be reRned to set the stage for the 2023 conference beginning in less

than a month, from 16-20 January: -Theme #1: Ukraine shines a light on importance of global cooperation -Theme #2: Three

interconnected crises - climate, food, energy -Theme #3: Don't use the 'R' (recession)word (but it might be coming anyway)

-Theme #4: Preparing for the next pandemic requires ending health disparities -Theme #5: Gender, inequality and Jobs of

Tomorrow -Theme #6: 'Our future is digital' rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/davos-2023-wef-shifts-into-high-gear?utm_sou..

 (12/30/2022)
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Thanks for the reply, Gui. We who are truly awake, already know that our future is Plandemic after Plandemic after Plandemic! I

think the term "Pandemic Preparedness" kind of makes that quite clear - especially if you've watched any WHO or WEF

meetings. This society is totally evil! I was following one of the companies that plans to Rll the atmosphere with sulfur particles,

in order to block out the sun - for our "health and safety" of course! I was looking at their "partners" and could see throughout,

Transsexualism, Transhumanism, the Metaverse, etc.. One of the CEO's of one of the companies was even referred to as "They".

How long before using the proper pronoun of a person will be considered "hate speech"...or is it already! There are many

companies that will pay for any employee who wants to "change their sex"! This society thoroughly disgusts me!
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It is way past time for another worldwide eooding.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whitney Webb: THEY MAY DEPLATFORM THE TRUTH, BUT THEIR LIES AND DISTORTIONS WILL NEVER REPLACE IT’ “The Big

Tech Rrms that dominate our online lives, particularly Google and Facebook, were either created with some involvement of the

U.S. national security state or have become major U.S. government and/or military contractors over the past two decades.

When it comes to censoring and deplatforming individuals for claims that run counter to U.S. government narratives, it should

be clear that Google-owned YouTube, and other tech platforms owned by contractors to the U.S.

military and intelligence communities, have a major coneict of interest in their stieing of speech. The line between “private”

Silicon Valley and the public sector has become increasingly blurred and it is now a matter of record that these companies have

illegally passed information onto intelligence services, like the NSA (National Security Agency), for blatantly unconstitutional

surveillance programs aimed at American civilians.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/whitney-webb-government-truth-dist..  (10/27/2022)
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"Cui Bono" (for whose beneRt). One of my master dots. Another master dot is "Generational Wealth."  The Bank of England was

founded in 1694. Understanding the "Compound Effect" (rule of 72), an investment returning 7% doubles every 10 years (give me some

rope). 1700 - 2020, 320 years of compounding. $1.00 deposited - with 32 doubling periods will grow to: $2,147,483,648. The

generational effect on wealth and capital.
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Generational and historical wealth. HISTORY: HITLER WAS FINANCED BY THE FEDERAL RESERVE AND THE BANK OF

ENGLAND. The key structures deRning the West's postwar development strategy were the central Rnancial institutions of Great

Britain and the United States—the Bank of England and the Federal Reserve System (FRS)—and the associated Rnancial and

industrial organizations established as a means to establish absolute control over Germany's Rnancial system and its ability to

control political processes in Central Europe. To implement this strategy, the following stages were foreseen: - From 1919 to

1924, to prepare the ground for a massive American Rnancial investment in the German economy; - From 1924 to 1929: the

establishment of control over the Rnancial system of Germany and Rnancial support for Nazism ("National Socialism"); -

From 1929 to 1933, causing and triggering a deep Rnancial and economic crisis and ensuring the coming to power of the ***; -

From 1933 to 1939: Rnancial cooperation with the Nazi government and support for its expansionist foreign policy, aimed at

preparing and unleashing a new World War. American investments in Nazi Germany. Rockefeller Rnanced the election campaign

of Adolf Hitler The "Interessen-Gemeinschaft Farbenindustrie", the main supplier of the German war machine, Rnanced 45% of

Hitler's electoral campaign in 1930, and was under the control of Rockefeller's "Standard oil". Morgan, through "General Electric",

controlled the German electrical and radio industry through AEG and Siemens (until 1933, 30% of AEG shares were owned by

"General Electric") through the company of ITT telecommunications: 40% of the telephone network in Germany.

www.globalresearch.ca/history-of-world-war-ii-nazi-germany-was-Rnance..  (12/03/2022)
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You cannot lose in a rigged game when you own all the horses in the race. Think Napoleon and Waterloo, it didn't matter to

Rothchild who won, what mattered most was the ability to get to whatever party he needed too in order to proclaim they lost,

when they hadn't, so he could sign them up for unsavory contracts to beneRt him, and not them or Napoleon.
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Thanks Gui - Steve. My process is simple. Critical Thinker - ask questions and be skeptical (especially of someone identifying

as a Critical Thinker).  Intelligent Thinker - understand nuances and have discernment. Aware Thinker - clean up your "reality

goggles" and don't succumb to gaslighting, lies by omission, the narrative, or the algorithms.  For example - search for the

"riches man." Elon Musk is the current candidate.  My question - where is the "generational effect of wealth and capital?"  I'm

skeptical.
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bfr27915, Discussion today is so dark for comedian Jimmy Dore, have no idea how Whitney Webb kept it together while reading

all the articles and books behind her intel-mob-maRa related research. Amidst ongoing darkness, another important brief(er)

interview Mike Adams had with Ed Dowd, in which Ed outlines what may be occurring today and what opportunities may lie

ahead. "Ed Dowd and Mike Adams discuss catastrophic civilization implications of vaccine DEATHS 29 Dec 2022" -

www.bitchute.com/.../a2IcDfjzOrxA  - Ed discusses Q1 and Q2 of 2023, and what he sees occurring thereafter...its a "must

watch" for anyone interested in economic fallout of lockdowns, illegal experimental shot mandates and subsequent deaths and

injuries.
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Worldwide media is so controlled now, half of the world's population could die off and most would not notice.
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bfr: Nicely presented. Thomas Piketty in his book "Capitalism in the 21st Century" said that for the past 200 years the return on

investment was 5% annually so the doubling of wealth takes 13 years. Elon Musk is not the richest man in the world. No family

doubles every 13 years so individual members of any of the dynastic families will be richer than Musk. Forbes lists 3,000-

billionaires. There are no Rockefellers, Morgans, Rothschilds, Barings or Windsors on that list. The last was David Rockefeller

and 5 years before his death he had $5 billion. Two years later he was listed at $3 billion. That $2 billion did not disappear. A

conservative estimate is that there are 8,000 billionaires which would make them the .00001%.

A military veteran who acted as protection for those on Forbes' list commented that his clients had visitors who weren't on

Forbes, but he could tell from body language that his clients felt inferior. His estimation was that Forbes' list is to distract the

pitchforks and torches when they come out and direct the mobs to people on the list. Makes sense. In the 60s J. Paul Getty was

considered the richest. There are no Gettys on the list. The .00001% have long ago established vast and numerous havens

around the world but especially in the Southern hemisphere. The air and water masses do not mix much North to South.

100% of the nuclear weapons are in the North as are 99% of the reactors. When the probable disaster, war or sea level rise, the

North will be a disaster zone. The minions who wwork for the .00001% have informed their masters. In 2006, a 25 year old

Jenna Bush was sent to paraguay to seal the deal on 300,000 acres on top of the Guarani Aquifer, the largest fresh water

reservoir on the planet. While bar hopping with her Secret Service escort, her purse was stolen . We would not know , if that had

not made news. That land is bigger than NYC. The taxi drivers in Asuncion were laughing and dancing over that comedy.
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Can someone arrange a 'suspicious suicide' for Gates, Fauci and all their cronies please? Thank you!
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i like to think it is in the works. i have a long list of ex-presidents, and currently the congress and senate of the USA,.
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It would not do any good. They are not "running things". They are mostly Rgureheads. Gates may have money but there are

powers far greater and more evil than him above him. The saddest part is any replacements will be just as bad or worse. Even if

you could gut the entire governments and remove all people with any type of ineuence, the people with the desire to replace

them would still not have pure altruistic motives. It is called sin nature and it has been with and in every society since the Fall of

Mankind. There are no people that exist that can and will "come to the rescue".
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Deemark and PatriotPeg, I believe that as more vaxxed people realize they’ve been maimed, they’ll band together and go after

these puckers. Gates, Fauci, the global elite won’t be able to hide.
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Bravo Brian and Beatrice bravo.. You good folks went straight to the jugular, others have chimed in as well.. Very well said, let's

hope people pay some attention...
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Hello from Belgium. I have a big burning question. It is an important question: How come there are so MANY people walking around on

the planet without a heart in their body, without feelings? Who are they? Why do they exist?  Why do we have to deal with these ice cold

monsters who unrespectfully dismantle our boundaries of being, the right to thrive, from everything that lives, animals, nature, oceans,

Rsh, bees, from the planet itself? Is humanity capable of healing the trauma's ineicted on all of us? Why does someone cause

someone else to suffer beyond belief? What is the answer? When we will know these answers, only then will we the people, be able to

heal the state of things: Why do monsters exist?
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I suppose the answer to your question depends on what you believe. I believe that at this moment in "time" we are under the rule

of Satan. If you follow David Icke he talks about bad coming from a non-human force. Maybe one and the same thing. So, for

me, there is no healing to happen until God is ready.
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Hello there Belgium. This world is based on aggressiveness and pain. Modern day humans have had it too easy all their lives so

they’ve forgotten it and they end up asking questions like yours. We are now farm animals with no teeth, that’s why.
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Demographics have shifted from rural to urban. People are more likely to do what they can get away with when they feel like

they can remain anonymous, so there is less peer pressure as a means of social control. We have lost the ineuence of the

black-robed column. Many people have fallen away from churches that are no longer fulRlling their obligations. There is a lack

of a father's strong ineuence in the home. The expansion of the socialist state has allowed people to claim entitlement without

responsibilities--or consequences for bad behaviors. The education system has brainwashed students. Excellence is no longer

demanded. Civics, history, the constitution and bill of rights are no longer taught. What is taught is victimhood and self-pity. I

have been shocked to see what hangs on the walls of some inner-city schools. A society gets what it tolerates. -continued-
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-continued- I read about a bunch of punk kids who did a dollar store smash-and-grab to steal junk food. I asked my husband

what would have happened to kids like that back when he was growing up. He responded that they would have been found

eoating in a lake somewhere, because there was no anonymity in a small rural town. A small crossroads store was a family’s

means of survival and such things were considered a crime against the entire community. There was little hope of redeeming

kids that old who behaved like that. However, things like that did not happen because crime was not out of control to the extent

we see today. Then, he reminded me of his father telling how it was during The Great Depression, when people really were poor

and hungry.

Yet, they did not steal. Rural famers would cut the throat of veal calves and gut them. They would tie them inside a burlap sack

and include their name and address so the buyer would know where to send the check for payment. Carcasses were loaded

onto an open box car and sent to the city. My father-in-law received full payment for every calf and none were ever stolen. My

mother told of hobos coming thru and how her mother would always make them something to eat. In exchange, they would do

some chores and sleep in the barn. At least on the farm, they always had food, but at one point a neighbor paid the taxes so the

family would not lose the farm. -continued-
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-continued- There was not the sense of entitlement we see in certain segments of society today. I recall being told things like,

“We can’t afford that” (if I even dared ask for something). Or, “If you want it, go get a job and earn the money to pay for it.” We

mowed lawns, raked leaves and shoveled snow for money before we were old enough to do much else. We would sub on a

paper route since we were never far up enough in the que to get our own routes. Papers were dropped off at 4 a.m.. We sold

homemade craft items door-to-door.

Later, both me and my brother took babysitting jobs. Any kind of work that was available. I got a work permit before I was 16

years old so I could work as a cashier and waitress. Unfortunately, these were not the days of equal opportunity and jobs for

women did not pay well in the bible belt. Something else I recall at mealtime if we said we did not like a food, no alternative was

offered. “You’ll be hungry by suppertime.” We bowed our heads and were grateful to just have food on the table. As bad as it

sounds nowadays, lunch might be a can of Campbell’s soup split 4 ways and carrot sticks from our tiny garden.

My father had grown up with little to eat except oatmeal over and over—without milk or sugar. Poverty is no excuse for many of

the bad behaviors we are seeing. I think a lot is due to the lack of a father’s strong ineuence in the home raising children. -But

parents must work together with common goals. They must be involved in their children's lives. A child can be trained, when

young, in the way he should go.
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The lust for power creates monsters disguised as angels when people live in an environment where ethical and moral principles

are banished. “Power tends to corrupt, absolute power corrupts absolutely. Power when exercised without authority or even

more so when it exceeds the tendency or certainty of dominance without authority. If we combine these forms of abuse, social,

spiritual, emotional, Rnancial, etc,. and we make a list of the possible damages, we will notice that many of the ills and human

sufferings are due to the abuse of power When power stops using the means to propagate the survival of its society, it becomes

in a domination of some over others and denies them vital rights, it has then become the ruins of power, power has been

corrupted.

Power resides and is generated in the people, however the power, or the power held by the representatives can be carried out in

two ways, one is by listening to the will of the people who elected them, fulRlling their original work, that is, obeying and making

ethical and moral principles endure and setting an example to a society, and another is using that power for a purpose that was

not planned by the people, for the representative's own purposes, that is, commanding, interposing their own interests, making

power corrupt, losing its essence, degenerating.

There are many ways in which the power vested in the legislators is corrupted, a clear example is the occasions in which the

legal norm is made thinking of the interests of politically or economically powerful groups, lobbies, groups that Rnance or

politically support the legislator in question; when the legislator votes in the direction that his party indicates without even

reasoning the feelings of the population that is represented; They are designed taking into account political commitments and

leaving aside the needs of a people and a nation in freedom. Unfortunately this is happening in the US and around the world.
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The power of right-wing governments is greater because it is supported by multinationals and pressure groups. The left tends

to apply more supportive policies but sadly many end in failure. As long as we have the lobbies there will be corruption The

rules of the game have not changed much, in fact they have been strengthened: ineuence so that laws that beneRt those in

power are passed. For this reason, any interest group yearns to hire those who get “results”. People who spend their lives

seeking political rent represent a huge opportunity cost. The most important lobbies correspond to ineuential economic

sectors: The military lobby, for example, is very powerful in the United States, where the pressure of this powerful industry has a

geopolitical ineuence on the international decisions of the leading power.

The energy lobby: energy companies have great power. Oil companies have traditionally been among the largest companies in

the world, and even now they retain some power, amid the debate on the energy transition that is taking place worldwide. We

know a lot about the health/pharmaceutical lobby: one of the items with the highest spending in any public budget is Health and

it is where corruption is trapped with transfers of large sums of money as we are seeing with "vaccines" in the decisions of the

mandates and recommendations and as has been seen in many decades with drugs and all kinds of medicines while alternative

medicines were evicted by the Rockefeller school.
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Big tech companies contribute to and drive the advancement of society, with huge amounts of money to invest and handling

billions of pieces of data. Not only do they cause tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of the time sabotage

the market and competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to the material progress of society. The lobbies

try to ineuence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their work consists not so much in pressing directly,

but in generating a state of opinion in society that causes the political authorities to be prone to what they they look for In short,

the function of these lobbies, their business, is to remove those below to give the money to those above.

It is clear that the way corporations ineuence our US government is having a terrible effect on our health and the health of

plants and animals. The sad reality is that we are distracted by the media ineuenced by their patrons to keep us focused on the

wrong issues. For the vast majority of humans it is clear that environmental toxins emanating from distributed products and

point sources are a major threat to human well-being and biodiversity on planet earth, yet they receive only a tiny percentage of

coverage from the media. The lobbies act on all fronts commanded by big capital. Now the Great Reset is a source of great

resources to achieve the purposes of the deep state.
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good questions. the answer is not simple, as noted by author Whitney Webb. i would say there has always been evil. we

Americans have been introduced to this in small bits, as to make the horriRc seem normal. to a good degree, they have made

progress. there was always evil and still it remains with more supporters. i believe this "great reset" is merely a harbinger to

people getting wise to the destruction cause by these satanists. Most of what Whitney Webb has written about has been aired,

by journalists, movie makers, etc. this seems to be the WHOLE story, instead of the tidbits, spoon fed.  More will be revealed, as

more information is exposed. Elon Musk opened a door by purchasing Twitter. He is now exposing the corruptionj in the fbi, cia,

dod, etc. It is disgusting and they r all breaking the law, and attempting to shred our constitution. These agencies have the most

power in the USA and worldwide. Once the sun has shined on this corruption, it will b sterilized.
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"It is an important question: How come there are so MANY people walking around on the planet without a heart in their body,

without feelings? Who are they? Why do they exist?" Just like we have always heard about overpopulated, poverty stricken, 3rd

world countries where "life is cheap", IMHO, we are now becoming a third world planet...of 9 billion!!! Planet Earth is becoming a

powder keg. Collectively, we support all these corporate, toxic food, agricultural, and pharma providers who's only goal is to

keep the world well supplied with NON-organic products with great proRt...at our expense!!!

Let's aim at quality over quantity, so evil tyrant wannabes like Gates, Schwab, Fauci, etc. don't do this for us. Japan and Russia

inadvertently, without government planning, and by the people's own choice(s), have substantially reduced their populations

sanely, civilized, and peacefully. japantruly.com/why-japan-population-is-decreasing  ~~~

www.thoughtco.com/population-decline-in-russia-1435266
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pikiverschueren and Beatrice, at the moment we are being ruled by the global elite. It’s the world they created and now control.

And to suggest they are powered by evil, even other worldly forces would be correct. The good news is we are also in an Age of

Enlightenment. All the events that are unfolding now is, believe it or not, evidence of their evil reign coming to an end. Beatrice, I

love Icke!
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Coming to terms with the nature of evil is a worthy endeavor. The two best books that I have read on the subject are "People of

the Lie" and Power vs. Force". I highly recommend starting with them. www.amazon.com/.../0684848597

 www.amazon.com/.../1401945074
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Like Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz, the people wear the ruby slippers but do not recognize their power.
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Piki, it's called survival of the Rttest. You are either physically or mentally superior, or a little of both, to your enemies. Otherwise

you suffer. It's the laws of the land. Buddhism was all about peace and tranquility and love. It didn't stop Japan from invading

Korea in the 1590's. From that time until WW2, Japan continued to rule Korea. Through WAR, the USA freed S.Korea.
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It's a fallen world which had moved away from God.  The Rrst sin was committed in the Garden and it's been a free fall ever

since.  So much evil.  We need to pray that God will remove all this darkness and come in power. We need to remember that in

the end, God is in control over all.
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About 1% of the planet's population have psychopath traits. They have no boundaries or limits and live to hurt others. They are

good at disguising themselves (Bundy).
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Where today's story ends is where Starlink and 5G picks up. Everything from your phone, to your car, to your watch will be connected

via 5G satellite. This is Elon Musks playground. This also has everything to do with the Dems push for electrifying everything and

nothing to do with climate change. By making the switch to 100% electric, they will have complete control over everyone. The future

5.0 plan is to have all electric cars with 5G connectivity, and they will be able to track everyone. The problem is older cars that people

are currently buying up and rebuilding/modifying to be free of any high tech electriRcations or connections to things like 5G or Satellite

GPS.

Many people are doing this for the very reason of avoiding being tracked. Have NO FEAR the Dems already are running interference on

this! They are currently in process of making it illegal to take a 40 year-old 1982 Mazda RX7 or Nissan 280Z and dropping a more

modern Chevy LS V8 engine or ANY engine other than the factory original. They are doing this under the disguise of CLIMATE

CHANGE! Never mind the fact that a modern 2018 5.3L LS V8 out of a Chevy Silverado pollutes less than a 1.3L Turbo Rotary engine in
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a 1982 Mazda!

They don't want anyone taking an old car and modernizing it to a point where it not only OUTRUNS the law, the law can't shut it off via a

5G satellite connection. So under the disguise of "Climate Change" the Dems are pushing legislation through that will make it illegal to

perform engine swaps in anything except race cars that will never be registered to be driven on a taxpayer's highway. This will be

easily implemented via the CLIMATE MAFIA, AKA: The EPA!
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Jimmy if folks think 5G is bad they haven't seen 6G yet.... China launched their 6G satellite right after the heist in November 6th

2020..From what i gathered 6G will be able to control man and machine.. Especially if man has " something"within that

resembles machine... If people thinks things are bad NOW, well I can assure, we haven't seen nutten yet.... It's going to get much

more worse before it gets better...Mankind by ltself does not possess the means to eradicate this evil...
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When Investigative journalist Whitney Webb says:  "There's mainstream media articles from 2001 saying that Jeffrey Epstein made all

his money from his business connections — to three men — and those three men are Leslie Wexner [former owner of Victoria's Secret],

Donald Trump and the third one is Bill Gates." What information does she declare about Trump? Just because of warp speed and not

Rring dr. fraud?  Regarding warp speed....NO ONE was going to get out of that unhurt either physically or emotionally... . Regarding the

Rring of fauci...we really aren't exposed to the plan - if there is one....same with jeff sessions, mike eynn, etc. just like we aren't 100%

sure of elon musk.   But to put Trump in the same sentence as epstein,gates and the owner of victoria secrets? Come on Whitney,

please reveal some info...
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God bless you, Dr. Mercola. Thank you for your important contributions to the dissemination of truth. Salina
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Just throwing this out there, and Best Wishes to all for a Happy as can be New Year!      

healthimpactnews.com/2022/protecting-your-privacy-should-be-a-high-pri..
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If nothing else, there is irrefutable proof that it’s not about the party but the person. Gates, Clinton, Trump, very likely Biden, Kushner,

Barr, Dershowitz, Woody Allen, Weinstein, Spacey et al span the political spectrum, and yet they all have deep ties to Epstein. I’ve read

that Richard Branson does as well.
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Yes, Sarah, we know that due to his status as a billionaire, he attracted the attention of many elites, including Prince Andrew of

England and former President Bill Clinton. We know that his 'Rxer', Ghislaine Maxwell, who is currently serving decades in prison

for her role in facilitating Epstein's sexual desires, has not spoken publicly about her 'clients'. And we also know that many of

Epstein's secrets followed him to the grave. But now, thanks to United States District Judge for the United States District Court

for the Southern District of New York, George HW Bush appointee Loretta Preska, we may know a lot more about who

frequented the "Island Epstein's Fart", who some of his other major clients were, and the extent to which Clinton, who traveled

extensively with Epstein and was often photographed with him, was really in on the whole scheme.

Among those whose names are mentioned in the documents is a British woman, a former personal assistant to Ghislaine

Maxwell, who was accused of involvement in the sexual abuse of minors. The documents are part of a libel case brought

against Maxwell by accuser Virginia Roberts Giuffre in 2016 that was later settled.

The trove of material has been released on a rolling basis after the Rrst set arrived in 2019, two days before Epstein committed

suicide, after numerous requests from media organisations. A total of 16 'non-partisans' opposed making the Rles public and

the Rrst group of eight have already been dealt with by the federal court in New York. The last lot was related to the remaining

eight, called DO 12, 28, 97, 107, 144, 147, 171 and 183.
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Attorney Spencer Kuvin, who represented nine of Jeffrey Epstein's accusers, recently notiRed former President Bill Clinton and

other Epstein associates that they were still in danger of exposure for their alleged criminal actions in dealing with deceased

convicted sex traGcker Epstein. . Ghislaine Maxwell, who was recently convicted of crimes associated with Epstein, has until

June 2023 to cooperate with prosecutors, possibly coming up with more names. Maxwell, 60, was sentenced to 20 years in

prison in June. She will most likely die in prison unless she makes a deal.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11445113/Dozens-documents-relating-la..  (11/18/2022)

republicbrief.com/jeffrey-epstein-victims-put-bill-clinton-on-notice-s..  (07/10/2022)
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The only way you could ever know for sure if Epstein killed himself is if you witnessed it with your own eyes.
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I am a true Trump fan. Even if you can't stand the man, tell me exactly what policies did he implement that you disagree with?
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"I am a true Trump fan. Even if you can't stand the man, tell me exactly what policies did he implement that you disagree with?"

Right off the top of my head, he signed "Operation Warp Speed" and did not Rre Fauci when he had the opportunity to do so. He

also was a long time associate of Epstein, which to me, says it all.
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Gui, I’m often shocked when I learn of any politician doing the right thing—particularly when it means exposing ex-presidents

and members of the protected Congress. The idea that an appointee of the Rrst Bush authorizing this is incredible. The web is,

as you say, much deeper than we know.  For crimes against humanity, no punishment seems worthy of these evil people.
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Lee1959, I responded to your interrogation about Trump in the thread on the article about Australian Senator Rennick. I won’t do

it here or in any future threads. Have a good night.
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Har1272, thanks. Yes, President/Prime Minister, CEO, celebrity, etc., if they were associated with known sex traGcker Epstein,

nothing will surprise me about their conduct and morals. That so many of these global elite have gotten away with pedophila, is

beyond evil.
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P.D.Stuart, "Codeword Barbelon", volume 1 and 2. You will Rnd these books revealing more historical truth about power, politics and the

global cabal than you can imagine, all footnoted. Here you will Rnd the source, and it's continuation, of the evil from it's inception to the

modern day. Not the easiest nor cheapest books to Rnd but full of the info not found elsewhere.
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It is a Rlthy world out there
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It's everywhere Lou..
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In Chicago met personally with a member of the CIA who also dealt with the MaRa back in the 1990's Also had dealings with The King

in Saudi Arabia as well Not an uncommon thing for members of the CIA dealing also with the MaRa
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For anyone in the UK who is interested this link will give details of an event in Oxford being organised to inform the people who live

there about the 15 minute City proposals. I say proposals but apparently the Council have said that they know residents are against it

but they are doing it anyway. Reminds me of the phrase "To be the master, one Rrst must pretend to be the servant".

notourfuture.org/oxford-event
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Thanks Beatrice for a dose of reality. Today’s article is about links with organised crime, including the maRa, child traGcking,

blackmail etc. Vital information certainly but I don’t see that the criminals outside government are more or less guilty than the

criminal governments themselves, who have usurped their position of authority, betrayed the electorate who fund their salaries

by representing an unelected body of globalist psychopaths. Transfer of power without consent goes by the name of treason.

“To be the master, you must Rrst pretend to be the servant”.

The double irony is that these criminals ARE our servants, put there by our taxes and voting choices but act as though we have

no rights and need not be consulted. Oxford is not the only UK “Smart” city with already advanced plans for 15 minute zones.

We learned the hard way that “Smart” anything means tracking device or in this case 15 minute locking up of residents into

predetermined zones. Brighton and Edinburgh have had three years of global swarming and city gridlock. The latter has now

issued its oGcial “business plan” - a turgid meaningless diatribe straight out of the WEF playbook, which claims previous

“consultation” with the taxpayers, who of course were distracted by fear mongering about viruses at the time.

A more likely scenario is that we are “heading down the slippery slope towards climate lockdowns, where town residents will be

controlled like prisoners, because SMART equals PRISON. But of course, it’s all about saving the planet, isn’t it”

thewhiterose.uk/scotland-implementing-the-mad-net-zero-plan  https://youtu.be/0WUf9sBq7uw
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All this evil power emanates from ROME. It has for centuries and history holds the story as does the bible. The evil ones have

even lied to make people believe the evil one is far into the future but he has been deceiving people since the Rrst pope was put

into power in 606. He created the apostate church of Rome and became the head of the Holy Roman Empire, resurrecting the

conquered Roman Empire. SO, HERE WE ARE, UNDER THE RULE OF ROME as it seeks to take over the whole world and few

knowing this is antichrist/beast power which is driving the whole global cabal. CHRISTIANS USED to know this as it was

exposed in the Protestant Reformation, but now lies have taken hold and people are not aware of past knowledge.
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Part of this story I do not agree with because you know if there was any dirt on Donald Trump it would be everywhere we'd have

wallpapers of the dirt they dug up... Yet they cannot Rnd any.
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That's what i was thinking. Then again, they maybe "sandbagging". By that I mean they may be withholding that information for

when Trump runs for President again. This will be necessary for the Democrats if Joe/Kamala are running again.
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Sensationalism sells.. Everyone uses it, some more than others.. Only in America you get to "plant" a senile entity and pair it

with Jezebel the laughing bubble head.. All's well that ends well, just not today..
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Isn't Trump's long-term association with Jeffrey Epstein enough dirt for you?
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM
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This is one tentacle that tracks back to the committee of 300 as covered by Infowars. Within it the handul of families that own the

private central banks. Above them their other worldy master mentioned in the bible (hint- he/she/it) is the primary antagonist.
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ROME.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Looks like at 95, one of those tentacles are not doing so well these days.When he goes it won't affect the color of the chimney

smoke though..but will sure make a great hoopla on the Global scale, cementing their EVIL existence..
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badboy2
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In American politics, there are two types of people; those who want to control others and those who just want to be left alone. How you

vote will make the difference.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ultimate design eaw is those that want to be left alone do not wish to be in control. Take even the tiniest community. Let's

say a homeowners association, a condo board of directors. The people in power and those desiring power and control are the

ones who should never be in power or control. Look at the person who is in charge of security. They should be the last one to be

in that position. The people best suited for any authority are not in the position of any authority.
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How you vote will make no difference. Sad, but oh so true.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Politicians who have power have two aspects to attend to: gain more power and above all not lose it. In this way the lobbies

decide, especially the pharmaceutical and the military, when the ethical and moral duty is absent.
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You are right BrianAllen, oh so right. I wish to live a quiet peaceful life. I seriously do not want fame or control. But government

is a necessary evil.
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LOCAL governance is necessary. National and international not much at all.
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All that glitters is NOT Gold..In the Elite's world there are the those that have, and the those that have not... and if you're in the

latter well you better be good at puckering up, else! Money, Money, Money, Must Be Funny In A Rich Man’s World..
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Don't forget the Mossad connections.....
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This supplies a missing link for me. I was aware of the allegations of the cia working with the mob to kill Kennedy. I believed it, but

didn't understand it well. Now I can see the symbiosis more clearly. It has been said often that we had to go through our current trial in

order to see how bad it really is. That's another thing I believed, but having been politically aware since the 1980s, I thought I pretty

much knew how bad it is. How wrong I was. I had no idea how deep the corruption goes in this nation, and how in many ways we have

been a force for evil in the world.

We have been lied to, and lied to again. And now the corporate media doesn't even pretend to be unbiased. As Isaiah wrote some 2500

years ago, "Justice is turned back, and righteousness stands far off. For truth has stumbled in the public square, and honesty cannot

enter" -Isa 59:14. This hasn't changed, even in the greatest country on earth, and won't change until men change. And that won't

happen until the Lord returns.
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to start getting the HISTORY CORRECT. There is NOT a 'Jewish MaRa'; they are, in FACT, called the KHAZARIAN MAFIA.....and

they are NOT Jewish! A few thousand years ago, the Khazarians, in and around the area of the Ukraine, went around

raping/robbing/pillaging, committing all sorts of vile crimes. And so that they (Khazarians) would NOT get the blame for these crimes,

they started to call themselves 'Jewish'. The Khazarians then became known as 'NAME STEALERS' (for stealing the Jewish name). To

this very day.....nothing has changed.....the Khazarians are committing crimes against the whole world, and the Jews are getting the

blame.

Only today, the (NON Jews) Khazarians hide behind 'anti-sematism' when the Rnger gets pointed towards them. Again, these are NOT

JEWS, but Jews get the blame. If we start calling these CRIMINALS 'WHO' they actually ARE, instead of 'jew bashing', they would lose

their POWER. These CRIMINALS are 'NAME STEALING KHAZARIANS'. CALL THEM WHAT/WHO THEY ARE! Ask yourself this question:

WHY would Israel be supporting the Ukrainian ***?? ANSWER: Because the State of Israel is NOT JEWISH......they ARE KHAZARIAN!!

The SAME Khazarians now running Ukraine!
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Hmmmm I sorta suspected that the practice of "arkancide" had been going on for a lot longer than most of us suspected. And to think

this behaviour is "normal" amongst our "leaders"?
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Do not think for a second that Epstein was killed. They purposely called it a suicide KNOWING that many would cling to and spread the

story about how he was killed. When in fact, they walked him out at night and transported him to a place where he is currently living

large. My guess would be either South America (as that is where 'THEY' like to hide and reward their puppets; or Israel due to Epstein's

connections there.
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Scary stuff. I agree with Webb.all we can do is be the best we can be and support accountability. My faith is in the God of the Bible,

and I hold myself accountable to Him. And I prefer to keep a low proRle trying to ineuence as best I can. Web’s book educates well and

helps discern realties that our world contains.
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I've read most of the comments and I haven't seen any mention of control of our election process. Is that happening or is it just the

weak and ridiculous election laws that many states have that are inviting fraud and corruption? Honest and fair elections are our only

hope to stop the evil.
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President Woodrow Wilson said over 100 years ago that politicians are not elected but selected. I hope you don't think it has

improved since then. Also "If your vote mattered, they would never let you vote"- George Carlin.
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The maRa is a subsidiary of the Anglo-Euro-American banking cartel. The MaRa, CIA & George Bush by Pete Brewton, S.P.I. Books,

1992.
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Hillaryous! Anytime there's an article related to money laundering, extortion, blackmail, ponzi schemes, insider trading, and

bank/mortgage fraud the Clintons get an honorable mention at a minimum!
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Fitting ain't it, they've cemented their mark.. along with the rest of no good turds...
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And all time champions of friends who committed suicide!
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What bothers me with the descriptions given in the Bible is we are basically a copy in the image of the angels of the Bible. Are they

also sinners? When Noah and family built and went into the Ark, was the eood a result of those angels trying to cover up the mess they

made of the humans of the time? The humans seem to have been contaminated by these same Angels mixing with females of our

species. The result possibly being the giants. Our species has 46 chromosomes. The ape family with similar blood types has 48. Two

chromosomes appear to be double the size of the rest. That spells possible genetic manipulation sometime in the past. The originals

had an enormous lifespan according to Genesis. That lifespan could be 900 plus years. Now the lifespan is likely for all of us under

120 years with few exceptions.

All throughout known history, our control over our desires has not been very good. If known history is correct, then we were designed

to do the labor of this world while the angel group controlled mankind. That implies also that there may be many Earths controlled by

an angel civilization. Are they in control of their sin nature? The descriptions I have say these angels had immortality. Where are they

today? Our highest IQ people do not even begin to have a similar IQ to this group in history. Are there other Epstein type people out

there doing something similar to what is exposed? I think that is very likely. The key being to keep it all under cover and hidden.
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It is a very interesting topic. There are a lot of theories eoating around all of this and all f them come back to the FLOOD! One

theory I read mentioned the giants. They were the result of the angels having intercourse with humans. The offspring were

giants. It's all very fascinating and we will probably never know because all evidence of these prehistoric times were destroyed

in the eood.
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With my primitive understanding , yes we were made in the image and likeness of God.. What needs to be understood is that

there are good angels that supports God and there are those that rebelled against God and fell following Lucifer.. The eood

happened because of the widespread evil that had plagued and corrupted mankind...Until the "head" is chopped off, this evil will

continue to rule and destroy ..This is beyond mankind's pay grade, only God can eradicate this Rlth from the earth...Until then

keep the faith, don't ever loose hope ..
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is all about people in power purchasing what they want. In this case, they want attractive women to become their mates. The cost of

which is they no longer have any integrity in the positions of power that they have earned. In the Bible it states all people have sinned

one way or another. That appears to be by design. So a group of very powerful people using the services of the MaRa to get what they

want is only one step away. This country like many others has a long history of sin. The entire Rnancial aspect of the Revolutionary

War was Rnanced by a family of smugglers. One brother had over 30 ships smuggling goods into the 13 colonies.

The other was a very brilliant lawyer. So implicating well-known Rgures in our recent history comes as no real surprise. Ultimately, they

all die. Usually when they become a danger to those they are blackmailing. I Rnd it very suspicious that we won that war. Because the

general involved on the British side had a very good reputation in a war in India. Yet he often sat his oGcers down for a cup of tea on

battleRelds here. Rather than capture General Washington. The failing of many famous men often times was connected to slavery and

sex. The Godfather books describe in Rction what was possibly reality. When in our weaknesses, people got in real trouble, for a price

these MaRa people made it go away.

Epstein trained under aged women to give those in power the women that they desired. I suggest that giving them education, giving

them the sophistication and class, made those same women good mates that often married those they had relations with. The MaRa

often accommodated people's desires for a price. In an earlier time, this also occurred. I can name famous people in the time of the

Revolutionary War that exploited things. Those that do not learn from history are doomed to repeat history. The men pictured all have

something to hide.
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Joined On 11/10/2022 1:18:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wasn’t Whitney Web the journalist who interviewed Kary Mullis. And Mullis suggest to her that she investigate Fauci’s role in the AIDS

Crisis?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A “LEAP” TOWARD HUMANITY’S DESTRUCTION — BY WHITNEY WEBB “The US President's top medical adviser, Anthony Fauci,

was forced to release his March and April 2020 emails and correspondence at the request of the Washington Post.. Released

emails reveal what appears to be a conspiracy by some of the leading medical authorities in the US to falsely claim that

COVID-19 could only have been zoonotic in origin, despite indications to the contrary. The emails were largely redacted as they

usually are, supposedly to protect the information of the people involved, but the "(b)(6)" redactions also protect much of

Jeremy Farrar's input into these discussions.

Chris Martenson, an economic researcher and post-doctoral student in neurotoxicology and founder of Peak Prosperity, has

made some insightful comments on the matter, even asking why Farrar has been offered such protection given that he is the

head of a "charitable trust." . Martenson went on to ask why the Wellcome Trust was involved in these high level discussions.

vk.com/@rui.octavio-a-leap-toward-humanitys-destruction-by-whitney-web..
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And people still ask me if I think Frazzledrip is real. Yeah, I saw it. It's real. So did the NY detectives who are now dead!
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It's always about power. Where there is power, there is also money. The reverse is not always true; there are plenty of people with

money who have no real power. Perhaps the most interesting takeaway from things like Webb's book and the work of others is the

revelation that the West, US included, is Rlled with characters who are only marginally less bad than some of history's worst actors.

Our govt may not have engineered the killing of tens of millions of its own people like the Soviets did or Mao's China did, but our govt

has/had plenty of folks involved in the Covid and vax business. It has folks who will be part of the next pandemic. It has people who

are willing to harm others through laws and regulations on energy usage and the economy.
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That video is also available on his Rumble channel rumble.com/.../TheJimmyDoreShow  so maybe use that, instead of Google's video

platform? rumble.com/v1zwlmg-the-maRa-cia-and-jeffrey-epstein-worked-together-t..
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It's hard to imagine they live in the same world as ordinary people, so different from our lives, bizzare and strange and from reading the

above very very wrong. Lots of Karma waiting for lots of people it would seem.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

People are being "farmed", in so many ways, as "proRt units". Their worth is calculated in how much data can be sold about each

individual... how many working years they can contribute and pay taxes before the cost of maintaining them becomes a liability... how

submissive they are to mandates and control... how little they will accept living on (limited food, housing, fuel use, etc.)...
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Guillermou
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In today's society, people are an easy breeding ground for installing the corruption of power. Despotic leaders can only stay in

power by hiding the truth of what they are doing from the people they rule. There can be no meaningful democracy if there is

only one centrally managed and tyrannically controlled source of information. If we combine this propaganda with the loss of

ethical and moral values of a decadent society, humanity is an easy prey to the corruption of power. Lord Acton said: “Power

tends to corrupt, absolute power corrupts absolutely. It is the power that is exercised with domain without authority. If we

combine these forms of abuse, social, spiritual, emotional, Rnancial, etc,.

and we make a list of the possible damages, we will notice that many of the ills and human sufferings are due to the abuse of

power The current reality is that abuse of power occurs or can occur in any Reld. political, economic, media, etc. Although these

forms of abuse can occur independently, we also Rnd them combined with a boosting effect, as happens when political and

economic power or economic and media power are integrated. The greater the accumulated power, the greater the risk of

imbalance in the relationship process. If we analyze who are more likely to be victims of abuse, it can be concluded that this

derives from their weakness.

Thus, the most prone are: children, the elderly, the sick, prisoners, women, employees, the poor and, in general, the most

ignorant, unconscious or dispossessed. According to some investigations, the most abusive seem to be: politicians, military

and police, with emphasis on politicians, who have the power to ineuence or determine the approval or repeal of laws, initiation

or cessation of war actions, armed forces military and police, and in the management of large public resources for the

collection of taxes and other modalities. The current media propaganda run by the globalist elites is giving abuse in all walks of

life.
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It’s very tempting to see no light in the darknes as descibed in the story given in the article above. However remember that relative few

people are rotten/psychopaths compared to the number of good regular folks. We have, as Whitney remarks, to organise locally and

take our power back. And we have to have the courage to say NO regardless of the consequences but solely because it is the only

choise we can make to live in peace with ourselves
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I agree this is a good idea but......  I regularly read the postings of someone in the USA who is very unhappy with events. In his

town he advertised a meeting to talk over what should be done. From memory I believe about 100 or so men turned up (mostly

men anyway) and when the meeting closed they made a date for the following week. At that meeting there were far fewer

people and after about 3 weeks they were down to a handful. Lethargy and let someone else do it seems the order of the day. I

hope I'm wrong.
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And the only reason they have blackmail potential on almost everyone in power are the statutory rape laws that deRne a 17-year-old

girl with big bosom a child whereas 200 years ago, she' have been a matron with 4 kids. The only way to short-circuit their hold over

politics is amnesty for statutory rape of anyone with functional sexual organs.
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As above, so below. As outside so inside. There but for fortune go you and I. The blame game is virtue signaling. Everyone has shadow

sides that need facing and healing. The attitude that it was better before is incorrect. Some things may have been better for some

people. Many leaders and government and corporate employees have been bribed or threatened around the world. It is one thing to be

informed of goings on. It is another to focus on blaming. Energy eows where attention goes. The tendency on this forum is to blame

Dems more than the GOP. This reeects bias and a lack of understanding. Blessings!
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Everybody is to blame, including myself. And BTW, everyone is bias. I prefer and favor my kids and grandkids and my husband

over others. That is where bias begins. And that is a good thing. I am sorry, but if someone punched my grandkid in the mouth, I

would deRnitely prefer my grandkid over the mouth puncher. Your blame postulation is naive and foolish.
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This article is not worthy of the publishing. Hearsay accusations have been labeled at ethnic groups for ever. Tell a line with some

truth and add logical fallacy and you make a compelling story for those who only read head lines. Yes we all know hollywoods

characterization of the Mob. Thankfully for the movie the G-d Father , Meyer Lansky a Jewish mobster is a house hold name. Yes Saul

Alinsky studied the mob and Hiliary Clinton study under Alinsky. But where are the facts to lay the government corruption on the feet

of these so called crime organizations. Let’s be real. The Rve honored families that ruled America in the 19th century, Vanderbilt,

Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Ford did their biding through their own brand of power.

Using the law against the little man. But it is and always has been our US government that has operated with impunity. To suggest that

organized crime is responsible for the corruption of our government is nave,. Power corrupts and ever since the Constitution those In

government have been seeking to shed the Constitution in order to fully enslave us once again. The sad news is they have done it. You

live on a tax farm and your sole purpose is to generate money for the government to eeece. Reality you pay for what you already own,

for what ever you use or purchase. And that’s not enough. They want to tax you to breathe all in the name of saving the planet from

climate change.
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The very head of the global cabal is what runs everything, the mobs, the gov'ts. etc....all of it. It is the power behind all of it. It is

power, spiritual and temporal, that has existed for centuries.
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The two synagogues of Satan...go Rgure. And the UN was also involved in this, up to their proud, deceitful & sorcerous necks. Their

part to disarm any meaningful & knowledgeable resistance, all part of MYSTERY & her sorceries, working with men playing God, of the

spirit of antichrist. The sleight of men & cunning craftiness by which they seek to deceive, philosophy & tradition taking its captives

into bondage unto death. Their m.o. is to deny sin, encourage sin, then exploit the suffering & play 'god' & hero, savior....the dialectic

working by dueling self-righteousness & without the wisdom or righteousness of God of the Godhead, the transcendent, personal &

true who faithfully warns & frees indeed.

She's unreformable, & protest runs off her back like water off of a duck: the only remedy is to come out of her that one not partake of

her sins & receive of her plagues. It's the antichrist way of this world coming to its shortlived zenith, claiming to move onwards &

upwards while falling back to the vomit & wallows: gathered to the destruction coming. Hirelings & false shepherds come to lie, to rob

& to kill: embracing their darkness, the deceiving & being deceived thinking themselves wise, escaping truth & life. Nothing new under

the sun, & all foretold....along with its end.

And except those days should be shortened, there should be no eesh saved: but for the elect's sake those days shall be shortened.

The just shall walk by faith: sighted faith, due to evident truth, conscience & the preserved word of God, the King James Bible of the

pure stream out of Antioch, the Masoretic Hebrew & Received Greek unadulterated by craft of men & devils out of Alexandria: accept

no counterfeits or substitutes perverted of deceived & unfaithful, covetou$ men& women of Craft uniting in MYSTERY whose ways are

changeable, unfaithful, that you can know them not. Those who trust her, or the beast she rides, are not wise. Things that are different

are not the same.
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Thanks Jimmy Dore and Whitney Webb for this information. I would add another link to a movie titled "On The Beach", 1959 with

Gregory Peck and Ava Gardner. Bonnie Dobson's song "Morning Dew" was written in 1961 after watching the movie. Her song is about

a conversation between the only two people still alive after an atomic event. www.youtube.com/watch
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This song should be required with the movie linked above for everyone on this planet. FJB & Zelensky and the cabal of

psychopaths should be forced to watch several times. Morning Dew with Bonnie Gibson and Robert Plant.

www.youtube.com/watch   What Is The Meaning Behind The Song Morning Dew? The song is a dialogue between the last man

and woman left alive following an apocalyptic catastrophe. Dobson stated that the inspiration for “Morning Dew” was the Rlm

On the Beach, which is about the survivors of virtual global annihilation by nuclear holocaust. Wake up people. Support this 35

ft Peace Boat, The Golden Rule, as it navigates and spreads the message to stop nuclear war. Veterans For Peace resurrected

this boat Rrst used in 1958 to stop atomic testing on the Marshall Islands. If we don't stop nations advancing towards nuclear

war it matters little what the Epstein gang were/are up to. www.vfpgoldenruleproject.org
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(my comment left on YouTube) "Thank you Otis. Hope people wake up, for we are on the brink. The Ukraine crisis will grow

parabolically.  Then there will be a point of "no-return."
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"bfr"et al, Author Chuck Baldwin, via Rockwell, had a lot to say about that this morning.

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/12/chuck-baldwin/the-u-s-congress-gave-standi..
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More Dore - just who blew up what? www.youtube.com/watch
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grulla - thanks for the link. Great article. Hope people collect and connect the dots and use their CIA-Thinker Rlter. IMHO the

most important question is “who wants to be the last Ukrainian soldier to die for a war that can’t be won.” One doesn’t Rght a

war for their country, they Rght a war for their government. Maybe the Ukrainian soldier will Rgure out the government they are

Rghting for is the U.S. O’Biden administration (and their puppet masters). In Vietnam, the American combat soldier Rgured this

out leading to the revolt of the combat troops and “fragging.”  THE HARD TRUTH ABOUT FRAGGING - Unprecedented declines in

morale and discipline among troops in Vietnam spawned fragging a phenomenon forever tied to the Vietnam War in which the

M26, M61 or M67 fragmentation grenade was used to kill a superior oGcer often ending in court-martial

 www.historynet.com/the-hard-truth-about-fragging
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Thanks Grulla, excellent piece by Chuck Baldwin.
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Yes grulla, Ukraine's Institutionalized Nazism www.globalresearch.ca/ukraine-institutionalized-nazism/5778241?utm_cam..

 (2022).---- Zelenskyy Speech at Greek Parliament Overshadowed by Azov Neo-Nazi Battalion

www.globalresearch.ca/zelenskyy-speech-greek-parliament-overshadowed-a..  (2022)
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Thanks Grulla. Always great articles on Lew Rockwell daily. Chuck Baldwin a good example on the Ukraine Zelensky taking the

world to the edge of the cliff. Here is another version of Morning Dew by Grateful Dead, 1974 Winterland, San Francisco. I was

somewhere in that crowd. www.youtube.com/watch
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3 min version of Morning Dew by Pozo-Seco Singers. This will send chills among Mothers. www.youtube.com/watch

 ~~~~~~~~~~What Is The Meaning Behind The Song Morning Dew? The song is a dialogue between the last man and woman

left alive following an apocalyptic catastrophe.~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The same powers that commanded the nuclear "tests" at Bikini and other SW PaciRc locations are still pulling the war machine

levers today. The big difference today is that we understand the once clandestine power structure much better now thanks to

maligned investigative researchers past and present like Gary Allen, Gary Webb, William Cooper, Patrick Wood, G Edward GriGn,

etc. and especially Whitney Webb. The power of a lone voice is minimal. But the power of unwavering voices like the Ickes and

Mercolas in the world can be The Butterey Effect that can generate a typhoon of change. And that lone voice? The more we join

on a global scale with positive heart/mind integrated focus and intent with like other lone voices, the greater our ampliRed

spiritual strength to overcome the would-be destructive forces in the world (The Isaiah Effect). Don't let the sorrow control us.

Control our minds and we control the outcome.
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Thanks epi-cure, You're spot on. Voices multiply, messages multiply. I am amazed at the number of people in this small eclectic

village that take my gift of the pocket Constitution and mention support for those of us that still get off our butts and out in the

street with signs.
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1 John 5:19: "The whole world is under the power of the evil one" This explains everything.
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Webb does good research however she has not showed any evidence of Trump being involved. I don't trust Trump however she and

whoever else that claims Trump has been involved hasn't shown any evidence/proof. Just saying.
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Webb has got her facts wrong about Dewey. Dewey, a Republican, ran against Truman and famously lost. No one expected Truman to

win. Dewey helped Eisenhower get nominated for the presidency in 1952. Ike's Democratic opponent in 1952 and 1956 was Adlai

Stevenson.
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HELLO in Belgium. Humans are born with a sin nature and sin has corrupted the entire world/creation. THAT IS THE TRUTH OF THE

STORY GIVEN IN THE BIBLE. SIN is more evil and wicked than man realizes. He cannot even realize this without the intervention of

God Almighty. The whole creation groans as the result of sin but God sent his son, Jesus, to bring victory over sin because ,man, of

himself, being sinful, cannot, nor will not, be able to rid himself of the sin nature he was born with as the result of the original fall of

man. "for the wages of sin is death". Jesus paid this debt for man/sin, for those who believe in Him and follow HIM.

Sin is so bad that the entire world was eooded and all people were drowned except for the 8 people God saved...because every

thought of men was evil and wicked. Noah preached to the people but no one believed him...for 120 years. Only God Himself will

change this world and destroy the evil in it by changing men's hearts [through the gospel] from sin and death to believing in God of the

holy Bible. GOD is sovereign over all his creation, meaning all is in His control. "Man does not live by bread a lone but by every word

that proceeds from the mouth of God."
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Well. BillandLauren, since your comment is at the bottom, people must be pretty uncomfortable with the truth. I will add to their

discomfort. Now hear this! Everyone always acts in their own best interest 100% of the time. No exceptions. That is the result of

sin nature. People that believe that "people are basically good" are under a great deception. Everyone needs to stop using man's

wisdom and looking to man for a savior.
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Good sermon..And since everything is turned upside down makes it easier to Rnd your post .. Continue to sound the trumpet

and warn the people...
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The cabal has taken over so they have no fear of any reprisal from any authority. In 2017, POPE FRANCIS said ,"the Reformation is

over." This was the 500th anniversary of the Reformation. That was the war [the Counter Reformation] that has been waged from 1540

til now. The 'seat' of power and authority is the papacy and is powered by the dragon/Satan. Revelation 13. There are countless details

which are interesting and true, BUT it is more important to see the scope/overview of history applied to the prophetic books of the

bible to see what really matters , what is signiRcant to move history and explain the prophecies.

The biblical book of Revelation is written in allegorical language in order to paint a word picture which explains far more than a

plethora of simple words can possibly explain. And one must grasp the scope of the bible in order to understand it. It is a brilliant book

, the prophetic history of the Church of which Jesus Christ is head. It has been maligned and lied about for centuries but also it has

been studied and taught rightly as well by solid reformed teachers.
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That's why "Mini-Madoff" (Sam Bankman-Fried) shows no stress or concerns during interviews. He knows he has 100%

amnesty as long as he protects the Pelosi's and the Clintons of the world.
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Sounds like Bernie Made off with everyone's money and Sam brinkmann got Fried for it..The Elite's always have a back up plan

or three and somebody will have to take the fall..Classic ain't it..Sheesh
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Great work but there are some sins of omission. She doesn't mention that Cohn and Wexner, well at least Wexner, are considered

MEGA. Wealthy Jews with ties to Mossad and dual citizenship with Israel. She doesn't mention that Microsoft and Intel are now run

out of Israel and Netanyahu believes that Israel will in the future, if not already, control all cyberspace and security.
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Remember that Jesus commanded that we go forth and proclaim the Gospel, not keep a low proRle. It will be diGcult, and he promises

that we WILL be persecuted for it - as we are already seeing the signs of this. But it is what the Lord asks of us. We must all bear our

cross. Mark 8:34 And calling the crowd to him with his disciples, he said to them, “If anyone would come after me, let him deny himself

and take up his cross and follow me. Luke 14:27 Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me cannot be my disciple. -

John 5:24 Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever hears my word and believes him who sent me has eternal life. He does not come into

judgment, but has passed from death to life. Galatians 2:20 I have been cruciRed with Christ. It is no longer I who live, but Christ who

lives in me. And the life I now live in the eesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me. 2 Corinthians 1:9

Indeed, we felt that we had received the sentence of death. But that was to make us rely not on ourselves but on God who raises the

dead.
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